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Executive summary
Toolbox is one project in the ERA-NET ROAD programme. “ERA-NET ROAD – Coordination
and Implementation of Road Research in Europe” was a Coordination Action funded by the
6th Framework Programme of the EC.
Pavement managers deal with complex decisions when identifying lengths of their networks
in need of maintenance and planning the appropriate maintenance treatments. Currently,
they are heavily dependent on experience, even though many support systems exist, such
as guidelines, monitoring and information systems.
This project aims to advance the development and implementation of practical strategies and
tools to assist road authorities in optimising the maintenance of their road networks, whilst
still addressing the key interests, new challenges and expectations of road users.
ToolBox aims at developing a “concept for proper maintenance planning” to assure the
selection of adequate maintenance works (“schemes” or “objects”) to make effective use of
the maintenance budget, based on available road condition data, to give minimal negative
effects on road users, safety for road workers and the environment.
This report covers the first phase of the ToolBox findings and development. In chapter 2
there are a discussion on technical parameters and the use of them. This is followed with a
listing of available technical parameters in the partner countries, chapter 4. A state of the art
covering how selections of maintenance candidates are done in the respective countries
follows including a comprehensive reporting of indicators and parameters available. Finally
the chapter 6 covers the selection of models that will be used to evaluate the functional
performances decided.

The partner countries in ToolBox are Austria, France, Sweden and UK. The functional
performance models that will be used cover comfort, durability, safety and environment. The
comfort, durability and environment-noise, environment –particulates will be suggested and
designed by ToolBox. The safety model will be built on Alert Infra developed by IFSSTAR in
France. The environment related model for fuel consumption/emissions will be a simplified
model from the MIRIAM programme. This model is in turn an improved model from the VETO
model developed in Sweden. All models that will be used are described in this report
including necessary input parameters. In the continued work the models will be tested and
adjusted to fit the integrated concept. This will be more evaluated and described in the
deliverable 3. The goal of ToolBox is to have a working concept that can be demonstrated in
the end of the project. If this will be successful it is possible to, in the future, improve the
models or even add new models to the concept.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
“ERA-NET ROAD – Coordination and Implementation of Road Research in Europe” was a
Coordination Action funded by the 6th Framework Programme of the EC. The partners in
ERA-NET ROAD (ENR) were United Kingdom, Finland, Netherlands, Sweden, Germany,
Norway, Switzerland, Austria, Poland, Slovenia and Denmark (www.road-era.net). Within the
framework of ENR this joint research project, ToolBox was initiated.
Pavement managers deal with complex decisions when identifying lengths of their networks
in need of maintenance and planning appropriate maintenance treatments. Currently, they
are heavily dependent on experience, even though many support systems exist, such as
guidelines, monitoring and information systems. Decades of road network monitoring and
follow up projects, such as the Long Term Pavement Performance program (LTPP), have
generated a huge volume of empirical data on pavement condition, how this develops and
how this affects road users that can be made useful if analysed in a structured and sound
manner. To complement this information, several decades of research and development has
accumulated a substantial volume of knowledge, models and tools that can use the
information to assist in maintenance decisions, with an aim to assist in applying a strategy to
deliver a sound road network with minimum cost (but most tools do not address user
expectations). Even so, these support tools are not yet implemented to their full potential.
The question arises - “Why?”

1.2 The project ToolBox
This project aims to advance the development and implementation of practical strategies and
tools to assist road authorities in optimising the maintenance of their road networks, whilst
still addressing the key interests and expectations of road users.

ToolBox will develop a “concept for proper maintenance planning” to assure the selection of
adequate maintenance works (“schemes” or “objects”) to make effective use of the
maintenance budget, based on available road condition data, to give minimal negative
effects on road users, safety for road workers and the environment.

ToolBox will develop a clear understanding of the concepts applied in the selection of lengths
for maintenance (candidates), linked to safety, durability and the environment, including how
the data is used combined and weighted within current decision tools and models. Here,
ToolBox will not aim to develop new models, but will identify and extract key tools from
existing models used in Europe. Also, the work will develop an understanding of how existing
knowledge (data) can be used to account for road user expectations in the selection of object
lengths for maintenance. ToolBox will then take these existing and new concepts to establish
a set of functional triggers for selecting lengths (candidates) for maintenance on the network
that include road user expectations and combine them to make recommended prioritised
treatment objects.

ToolBox will demonstrate the application of the concepts developed within the project via a
prototype tool applied to a sample test network, to compare and contrast the approach
proposed by the ToolBox tool with the approach proposed by current systems.

ToolBox will deliver its objectives via five work packages. Here we summarise the core
activities to show how they link together within the project. Although the work packages are
led by a leader from one of the partners the work will be done in a cooperative manner with
close contact between partners.
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The first Work Package (WP) will review and specify the current situation regarding the
frameworks, tools and models used in current Pavement Management Systems (PMS). The
second WP will adapt selected models to fit the ToolBox principle. This means specifying the
necessary data and finding common base for (at least partner) countries. Since the focus is
to develop a working framework. The next WP will commence the integration including
weight factors on functional triggers and the selection of prioritisation models. Considerations
of maintenance strategies and treatment methods will take place in this WP to include a life
cycle perspective included in the final results. A cost benefit analysis will be carried out to
demonstrate the potential benefits delivered by the ToolBox approach. Finally, a
demonstration will be carried out on selected networks in the participant’s countries. This is
planned to be done using already collected data.

1.3 The steps in the work process of ToolBox
This report presents the review of functional triggers. Three more deliverables are planned,
two reports and one demonstration activity. The other two reports are Selection of
maintenance candidates and a Final summary report.
In the first chapters, of this report, there are a description and definition of technical
parameters that can be of use in the ToolBox models. This is followed by a review of current
practise regarding the models that are planned to be used in ToolBox. In chapter 6 the
models that will be used are presented. Finally in chapter 7 the next steps in the work
process are described.
The major steps remaining to be done are to establish the working concept meaning detailed
specifications for the complete process. The next steps are testing and tuning of separate
models. Then the models should be “integrated” or combined and a process of further tuning
and scaling starts. The final phases will be to demonstrate and validate and compare the
result, conforming part of a cost/benefit process. These steps, along with a suggested time
plan are presented in chapter 7.

2 Technical parameters for road condition

2.1 What are technical parameters?
Pavement managers use their knowledge of the condition of the pavements under their
control to assess the condition of the network, identify lengths in need of maintenance,
propose maintenance schemes and prioritise these schemes. In an objective system, this
must rely on the availability of quantitative condition information. This quantitative condition
information is typically provided in the form of condition data expressed as technical
parameters. There are many technical parameters that are used across Europe. Examples of
such parameters may include

 Comfort, obtained from the measurement of longitudinal profile of pavements and
converted into a technical parameter such as the International Roughness Index (IRI).

 Structural condition obtained from the measurement of transverse profile of
pavements and converted into a technical parameter such as rut depth.

 Visual condition obtained from the measurement of pavement properties such as
cracking, fretting and converted into a technical parameter such as surface
deterioration.

 Noise, which may be obtained from the measurement of sound pressure levels at the
roadside and converted into a standard technical parameter for noise such as the
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Statistical Pass-By Index.

 Safety with a level of risk that can be estimated through friction and texture
measurements.

These parameters can be collected using various methods. Some of these collection
systems may operate at traffic-speed using fully automated machines to collect large
quantities of data at the network level (e.g. Figure 1). Other devices run at slow speeds and
are focussed on the measurement of schemes or projects (Figure 2).
Although there are very many different approaches and regimes used for the collection of
these technical parameters across Europe, they are typically collected to meet similar
objectives, and previous work HeRoad (2013) has found that, at the fundamental level, there
is a degree of comparability between the different parameters obtained on Europe’s road
network, offering the potential to establish a “ToolBox” of core parameters that might be
applied across Europe to feed fundamental condition assessment and lead to the reliable
identification of schemes for maintenance. This will be discussed further in chapter 5 of this
report.

Figure 1: Traffic speed survey devices for the measurement of rutting (WDM RAV, Dynatest RSP and
Ramboll RST)

Figure 2: Slow speed surveys (visual condition and deflection)

2.2 Use of technical parameters
Typically the technical parameters are collated and stored to support the decision making
process. At the basic level there may be a simple inspection carried out (e.g. visualisation of
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the parameters in a graph, spreadsheet or Geographical Information System) to visually
identify lengths in poor condition (Figure 3). However, in more sophisticated applications,
tools, ranging from simple to very complex, can be applied to the data to support the
automatic identification of schemes, to propose treatments and to prioritise these.

These tools are applied to varying degrees of success but it is has been acknowledged
(Lang et al, 2012) that the tools do not yet provide engineers with a complete solution to their
problems. There are various issues. These range from the basic – have the right technical
parameters been included – through to more challenging such as have the parameters been
combined and weighted in the correct way to address all the maintenance needs, is the
method best suited to identifying the lengths in need of maintenance and are these being
combined to generate schemes in an optimal manner.

Figure 3: Visualisation of technical parameters via colour coding in a Geographical Information
System

2.3 A note on the need for consistency in technical parameters
In order to reliably utilise parameters in a reliable and consistent manner, there is a need to
ensure that they themselves have been collected in a reliable and consistent manner. This
becomes even more important when various different techniques are being applied to collect,
process and report the data. Without consistency in the core data there is a risk that even the
most robust of processing and reporting systems will fail, hence placing doubt in the process
and leading to lack of use of the system.
There are two key approaches to delivering consistency. The first is through the
establishment of robust specifications for the collection of the survey data from which the
technical parameters are obtained. There is benefit in making these specifications publically
available so that there is no doubt to either the collector of the data or the user of the data
over how the data should be collected, and its accuracy, coverage, repeatability (etc.)
limitations. There is also benefit in implementing accreditation, Quality Assurance (QA) and
calibration regimes for the data collection so that there is confidence that the published
specifications have been adhered to.

QA regimes and calibration processes check that devices providing data for road
management are working and providing accurate measurements. More advanced regimes
include “accreditation”, which is a process that controls the types of equipment used and
ensures that only independently approved contractors and equipment will be used.
Accreditation covers the whole process, from measuring a pavement property, all the way to
delivering data to the customer.
The benefit brought by such regimes can be related to the effect of poor or inconsistent data
on the decision making process. For example most decision tools are based on the use of
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condition thresholds for highlighting lengths for maintenance. In an uncontrolled system the
presence of bias in the data can lead to a large effect on the number of lengths which may
be reported to be in poor condition or highlighted for maintenance.
However, in a review carried out for the HeRoad project (Benbow & Wright, 2012) into the
implementation of such regimes for the collection of technical parameters in 10 countries in
Europe, although all countries had a calibration process in place for their measurement
equipment (using such standards as ISO 9001), only four countries claimed to operate
“accreditation processes”. A follow up study into the QA and Accreditation process operated
in the UK found that a detailed accreditation and QA process had been employed on a wide
range of surveys including visual condition, profile, friction and structural condition, and this
has brought benefits to the measurements including wider ranging take up of the surveys
(automated annual condition surveys are carried out on up to 150,000km of the network each
year in the UK), a large supplier base and good understanding of the expected year-year
consistency.
We have considered that it is important to highlight herein the importance of consistency in
the measurement of road condition, due to the effect of poor data on the application of
decision making tools. However, resolving such problems is not within the scope of the
ToolBox project.

3 Using technical parameters in ToolBox

3.1 ToolBox objectives
The main goal of ToolBox is to make a working framework (in Excel) that can select
maintenance candidates by using higher level indicators as input, such as safety, durability,
comfort etc. instead of only, as done today, by use of technical parameters as rut depth and
IRI. In many cases no models exists to create those higher level indicators and in other
cases the models may not be validated. A not too comprehensive state of the art review has
been carried out to find models and to identify available technical parameters that are input
to those models. In some cases models have had to be proposed. In the future, new models
could be added or the selected models could be improved. The technical parameters
available are reviewed in chapter 4. In chapter 5, evaluations of available parameters are
done. In chapter 6 the selected models are presented, that will be used to identify sections
for treatment; this will expanded on in deliverable 3. Finally we will use this to develop an
example of a practical ToolBox to identity schemes and demonstrate this using a test
network (Deliverable 4).

4 Available technical parameters
In the demonstration and tests, as well as for the evaluation work, ToolBox will only work on
available data. All proposed models will be adjusted to existing data. The alternative is to
create “dummy” or replacement for a certain technical parameters e.g. for Sweden the
technical parameter for friction will be replaced with a value representing good enough
friction. In Table 1 the data needed for the Toolbox models is listed. Text marked in bold in
the table shows where the data is available in most EU countries.
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Table 1 Available and needed input parameters

Rolling
Resistance/
Emission &

Fuel
Consumption Traffic Safety

External Noise
Emission Durability

Comfort/User
Expectations

Selected
model/ survey
measurement

Simplified
VETO model
and Toolbox

specified Alertinfra*
ToolBox
specified

ToolBox
specified

ToolBox
specified

Road
geometry
Crossfall %
Curvature metre
Hilliness %
Position/
coordinates

x (city
entrance/exit)

Road surface
condition
parameters

Noise

Statistical Pass-
by

Close Proximity
Noise (CPX)

Longitudinal
profile

IRI IRI, Δ IRI IRI, localised
roughness

Vertical
acceleration

m/s2

Transverse
profile

Rut depth,
Δrut , Edge
roughness

Rut depth,
Edge

roughness

Friction
friction
number

Structural
condition

residual life
time

Macrotexture
Mean profile
depth (MPD) MPD

MPD
/percentiles
(skewness)

Visual
condition

All data
available

from a
(manual or
automatic)

visual
survey e.g.

Cracks,
fretting,
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bleeding

* ALERTINFRA accepts data at 1m longitudinal spacing by default.  Whilst most NRAs will have
access to the parameters needed, most will not have access to such high resolution data.
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5 Review of current practice
Two major areas have been reviewed to support further work in ToolBox: The current
practice to select candidates for maintenance and practice in measurements of pavement
condition. Current practice in measurement of pavement condition was reviewed recently
within the HeRoad project (Benbow & Wright, 2012).  The results of this review have been
used, along with the ToolBox project team’s knowledge and expertise, to populate the tables
given in the sections below.

5.1 Present selection of project candidates

5.1.1 Austria
The selection process is done using the pavement management system
“VIA_PMS_ASFINAG”. It uses input data from routine monitoring (skid resistance, ruts,
longitudinal evenness, surface defects and cracks) as well as ADT, age and construction
type of pavement.
The PMS defines three types of maintenance measures, depending on their application area:

Application area “O” – measure at the surface
Application area “D” – measure at the top layer

Application area “T” – measure to improve bearing capacity
Each of these three application areas comprises a catalogue of measures that can be
applied. The condition values (skid resistance value, rut depth [mm], IRI) are transformed
into a dimensionless scale ranging from 1 (optimal) to 5 (worst). These dimensionless indices
are then combined to overall indexes (GIcomfort for ride quality, consisting of longitudinal
evenness and surface defects; SIDecke for cracks, surface defects, skid resistance,
longitudinal evenness, age; SITragf for bearing capacity).
Several criteria exist for homogenized sections that trigger measures from the different
application areas. Due to the different damage types, asphalt and concrete pavements are
treated separately. The criteria are summarized in the following table.
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Table 2 Criteria in Austria

Skid
Resistance
index

Rut
depth
index

Ride
quality
index

Top
layer
index

Bearing
capacity
index

Case ZWGR ZWSR GIKomfort SIDecke SITragf

Surface measure candidate 1 >3.5 ≤3.5 ≤3.5 ≤4.0 ≤4.0

Top layer measure candidate 2 >3.5 >3.5 ≤3.5 ≤3.5

3 ≤3.5 >3.5 ≤3.5 ≤3.5

4 >3.5 ≤3.5 ≤3.5

Bearing Capacity measure
candidate

5 >3.5 >3.5 >3.5

6 ≤3.5 >3.5 >3.5

7 >3.5 >3.5

8 >3.5 >3.5

9 >4.0

Results of applying these formulas are sections that are maintenance candidates in the
different application areas. Depending on other factors (are there bridges and tunnels in
these sections, are there other maintenance measures to be applied, e.g. noise barriers to
be built etc.) the final decision for certain sections is made.
There is also a temporal component to be considered. For example, it can be more effective
to wait for two years and schedule a measure of application area “D” than to schedule a
(cheaper) measure of application area “O” in the current year. For all maintenance
measures, cost vs. benefit is calculated and the measure with the best cost/benefit ratio is
considered.

5.1.2 France
Within the framework of preventive maintenance policy by the French national network,
pavements are subject to systematic distress monitoring programs and condition indicator
measurements: Sideways force coefficient (SFC), transverse unevenness and macrotexture
(MPD). This methodology was established in 1992 as the “Quality Image of the National
Roads” (IQRN) and includes a triennial survey of different distresses with a calculation of the
total index. The analysis of such data made it possible to define laws of evolution for
distresses, depending on initial structures, traffic and successive maintenance operations. In
order to complement this approach, a joint analysis of the pavement evolutions and
maintenance sequences has been undertaken.
Three indicators, in a scale 0-20 where 0 is worst, are used for the determination of quality
index:

 A patrimonial index Np, depending on the structural state of road infrastructure. Np
reflects the point of view of road networks managers. Np depends on the traffic class
for a given road structure

 A surface index Ns related to skid resistance, rut depth and pavement distress. Ns
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reflects the perception of road users concerning pavement surfaces but does not
depend on the traffic class. It depends only on skid resistance level and surface
degradations.

 A global index Ng, which makes the synthesis between the two previous indices and
is the minimum value of Ns and Np

The indices Np and Ns are established by considering the following references:

 For Np, the state of a new road surfaces or rehabilitated roads;

 For Ns, a road pavement surface presenting good skid resistance.

The data are collected with a path of 10 or 20 m depending on the parameter considered and
the value of Ns and Np are then calculated every 200 m and allow the determination of the
type of needed road maintenance on each 200 m length section. The needs are determined
with the following steps:

 Determination of condition on each 200 m length section for each type of condition
variable;

 On each 200 m length section, proposal of a conventional maintenance solution to
improve the condition to the reference value;

 Estimation of the cost of the conventional maintenance solution;

 Calculation of a mark between 0 and 20 connected to the cost.

This system has some advantages:
The gap between the current mark and the reference level is directly connected to a cost
which is really important for road network managers. Np = 0 matches to the most expensive
maintenance works, which concerns the high trafficked roads with a lot of heavy vehicles

Detailed description of calculation of Ns
For each 200 m length section, the average value of SFC and the average value of MPD are
combined to estimate a global level of skid resistance called NADH. The NADH values range
from 0 to 3. The determination of NADH is done with the following table with XX the minimum
SFC value and YY the minimum MPD value chosen by French road managers:
Table 3 Calculation of the level of skid resistance (NADH)

SFC*100

MPD*100 ≤ XX XX to XX+10 XX+10 to XX+20 > XX+20

≤ YY

0
YY to YY+20

1YY+20 to YY+40
2

> YY+40 3

Then, the rut depth is taken into account. Two classes of rut depth are considered
(significant: 10 to 20 mm and severe: ≥ 20mm). The quantity of significant ruts (NEFS) and
severe ruts (NEFG) on each section is estimated. Then, a global level of rut NED is obtained
in the following way:
if NEFG > 10% on the section then NED= NEFS+NEFD
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else NED = NEFS.

Then, other surface distresses are taken into account. They are included in a NEDR index,
which is calculated as the ratio between the lengths of distresses and the total length of the
reporting section (200 m).

By using NADH (skid resistance), NED (rut depth) and NEDR (other pavement surfaces
distresses), the values of Ns are calculated on each 200 m length section (see Table 4).
Table 4 Calculation of surface index, Ns

NADH NED NEDR Ns

3

> 10% All values 0

(0;10] %
≤ 10% 15

> 10% 5

0%

≤ 10% 20

>10%, ≤ 50% 18

> 50% 10

2

> 10% All values 0

(0;10] %
≤ 10% 15

> 10% 5

0%
≤ 10% 20

> 10% 10

≤ 1

> 10% All values 0

(0;10] % All values 5

0 All values 10

Highways/motorways
The highways’ road managers apply a similar method to that used on the national road
network. Nevertheless, some differences can be observed, especially for skid resistance.
Indeed, they monitor the roads with a SCRIM equipped with a RUGO with a periodicity
ranging between 3 and 5 years, instead of 3 years on national network. The road managers
are able to choose the length of time between two measurements campaigns.
Then, they use a matrix to calculate NADH (Table 3) but the thresholds values defining the
classes are different. They define 5 classes for SFC and 5 classes for MPD, whereas on the
national road network only four classes for each are considered. Moreover, the thresholds
values are kept confidential.
Table 5: Example of a table used on highways to estimate skid resistance index

Skid
resistance
index

SFC

4 3 2 1 0

MPD

4 4 3 2 1 0

3 4 3 2 1 0

2 3 2 1 1 0

1 2 2 1 0 0
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0 1 1 0 0 0

Secondary road network
On the secondary road network, skid resistance monitoring campaigns can be scheduled by
local road network managers but there is not a uniform monitoring policy through France,
due to a lack of budget.
The skid resistance measurements are obtained by SCRIM equipped with a RUGO or by
GRIPTESTER equipped with a RUGO, when the SCRIM cannot drive on the road network.
The analysis is done with a matrix for NADH.

Maintenance policy on National road network
The maintenance policy is based on the results of the regular measurements and on the
quality index. First of all, the French road administration analyses the values of the global
index Ng calculated on each 200m length section. Administration estimates the cost of
maintenance work and applies a two steps solution. For the worst sections, work
maintenances are quickly scheduled. If the cost exceeds the budget, it asks for special funds
from the road ministry. For the other sections, the work maintenances are mainly scheduled
for the following year.

Maintenance policy on highways
It is rather difficult to obtain information about the road maintenance policy of highways in
France, since they are managed by private companies. Nevertheless, one can consider that
the maintenance policy is strict, due to the fact that road users pay tolls to drive on this
network: They are customers that must be satisfied.

Concerning the skid resistance, the maintenance policy is based on the NADH matrix:

 When NADH values reach 1 or 0, they change the pavement road surfaces.

 When the value is equal to 2, the decision depends on the stakes (high traffic
volumes, severe winter conditions, etc.).

 When the value is equal to 3 or 4, the skid resistance is satisfying and no
maintenance is scheduled.

Concerning other surface distresses, they follow technical guidelines published by French
administration and dealing with this topic. Some of these guidelines contain threshold values
for some road surface degradations.

Maintenance policy on secondary roads
On this network, there is no uniform maintenance policy. In some departments, a
maintenance policy based on what is done on the national road network can be found.
Nevertheless, only departments with a high budget (big towns and places with big firms
paying high local taxes) can schedule this type of action. In most cases, the maintenance
policy is established by following the advice of a road expert, who knows the local road
network.

Conclusions
Whatever the road network, the assessment policy is rather similar. It is based on regular
measurements of skid resistance, which are analyzed based on the NADH matrix and
distress estimation through images analyses. Behind these analyses, a global index of
quality is calculated and depending on the value obtained, some maintenance works are
scheduled. The most interesting approach seems to be the one applied on national road
network considering the fact that maintenance works is directly connected to a cost.
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5.1.3 Sweden
Selection of project candidate at Swedish Transport Administration (STA) is based on the
maintenance standard and the regional engineer’s local experience. To use the regional
engineers’ local experience is essential, because the measured condition in the STA PMS
database and the maintenance standard does not cover all variables that affect the need of
maintenance. The following Figure 4 shows an overview of the process to establish a
maintenance program.

STA PMS
Maintenance

Standard

Identifikation of
Candidate 100-m

sections

Merging 100-m
section to projects

Selection of
alternative
treatments

Prioritization

Establish
programme

Regional engineer

Regional engineer

Dialog regional engineer – General manager

Regional engineer

Dialog regional engineer – General manager

Figure 4 Overview of process to establish a pavement maintenance program

Maintenance standard
To meet both road users’ and society's interests it is required that the road condition is kept
at an appropriate level. Safe travel on a road at posted speed requires a smooth road
surface with satisfactory friction. On roads with high traffic, it is economically beneficial to
have higher requirements. The road should also be sustainable for it to be used also by
future users. The standard of maintenance of paved roads (road maintenance standards)
describes the road condition in which maintenance treatments should be initiated. The
standard includes both functional state, which is essential for today's customers, and
technical condition, which is important for road sustainability and thus for future customers
(customers include both road users and the society). Criteria in the standard refer to road
surface condition, but the causes of a particular condition depend on the performance of the
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whole structure. The treatments relevant to improving the condition must therefore be
focused on road structure and road surface. The standard is designed both to be the basis
for national needs analysis and as a basis for identifying candidate projects. Therefore, the
standard is expressed by objectively measurable variables. Standard means promised,
sought or prescribed conditions. The standard is a specification of the long term goal
expressed in measurable variables, mainly condition variables. The standard is intended to
be stable for several years, without regard to fluctuations in resource allocation and weather
conditions.

The standard is defined as the criteria for different condition variables. If a criterion is
exceeded, a treatment will be considered. This treatment will be planned and executed,
normally, within three years. The standard is based on the socio-economic considerations.
This is verified by the road user effect models, but also from Swedish Transport
Administration's longstanding experience of road user needs, the road network deterioration
and international comparisons. The standard is based on three main objectives: Road
network sustainability is secured to avoid successive increases in costs of operation and
maintenance and to offer users a good standard in the future. Safe accessibility at moderate
demands in speed and comfort should be offered to road users on all roads Safe
accessibility at higher demands for speed and comfort offered motorists on roads with higher
traffic. All treatments must also be performed in a safe and environmentally friendly manner.
Standard is usually expressed as a number of criteria for a number of condition variables.
When the standard is not met, a maintenance treatment will be considered. To specify the
standard objectively measurable variables are used. Furthermore, the standard is broken
down in traffic classes and posted speed limits. Condition variables in the standard are:

 Longitudinal roughness (International Roughness Index, mm / m)

 Rut depth (mm)

 Macro Texture (mm)

 Edge Deformation (mm)

All criteria apply to 100-m sections.
These variables describe:
The functional condition that are important for the road users and the society. The standard
depends on the effects on road users and society. The effects may be described by models
for vehicle operating costs, travel speed, comfort, noise, etc. The standard also depends on
knowledge of road user perception. The technical condition that is important for the road
network sustainability. Criteria for technical condition variables should represent the long-
term minimum road agency the functional condition. The boundary between functional and
technical condition variables is not obvious. A technical treatment like drainage improvement
provides no immediate improvement in the functional condition but slows down the
deterioration and thus, the functional standard can be maintained for a longer time. Condition
variables in standard describe both the functional and technical condition but depending on
the cause of the condition the treatment to improve the condition vary. For example, a
treatment to reduce the rut depth caused by heavy vehicles is more expensive than a
treatment to reduce the rut depth by wear of studded tires. Measured condition variables do
not cover all reasons to carry out maintenance. Approximately 60% of the total maintenance
need can be estimated directly with the measured condition. The reason why to maintain a
road is also affected by factors other than road surface condition:
Treatments due to condition variables that are not measured:

The measured road condition does not show the full picture, there are also other
condition variables that affect the selection of candidates e.g. cracking.

Other causes of maintenance (safety, etc.):

The reason for maintenance may depend on other reasons than poor condition
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Preventive maintenance:

Maintenance is carried out before the criteria in the standard are reached. This is
done to obtain a lower total lifecycle cost.

Realistic projects:

The road condition is reported for every 100 m but maintenance projects are
usually longer. It is seldom economical or practical to establish a work site for a
short project.

The standard is adapted to the so called delivery qualities in the National Plan for the
transport system 2011-2021. In the national plan road types are defined as:

 Metropolitan areas

 Other national trunk highways and connecting roads with annual average daily traffic
higher than 8000 vehicles

 Designated commuting and service roads including roads for public transport

 Other important roads

 Low volume roads and private roads
The adoption is made so that, depending on defined delivery quality, traffic classes are
overruled. The requirements in the maintenance standard are divided depending on traffic
classes and the posted speed limit. The following traffic classes are used:
0-249 vehicles / day

250-499 vehicles / day
500-999 vehicles / day

1000-1999 vehicles / day
2000-3999 vehicles / day

4000-7999 vehicles / day
> 8000 vehicles / day

Adoption to delivery qualities in the National Plan  are made as follows:
For all other national trunk roads with traffic <1000 vehicles / day, the criteria equivalent to
those in traffic class 1000 to 1999 vehicles / day1 are used.
The pavement maintenance standard is used at national level for:

 Establish short and long-term strategies

 Regional budget allocation

 Identification of candidate projects

 Monitoring of progress.

Criteria for unevenness measured by IRI mm/m as averages of 100 m sections, with respect
to traffic and posted speed limits are reported in Table 5.

1 This is counted for in both directions on roads with no median separated directions.
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Table 6 Criteria for roughness (IRI mm/m) based on traffic and posted speed

Traffic
(vehicles/day)

Posted speed (km/h)

120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50

0-250 4,3 4,7 5,2 5,9 6,7 6,7 6,7

250-500 4,0 4,4 4,9 5,5 6,3 6,3 6,3

500-1000 3,7 4,1 4,5 5,1 5,8 5,8 5,8

1000-2000 3,0 3,3 3,7 4,2 4,8 5,2 5,2

2000-4000 2,4 2,6 2,9 3,2 3,6 4,1 4,9 4,9

4000-8000 2,4 2,6 2,9 3,2 3,6 4,1 4,9 4,9

>8000 2,4 2,6 2,9 3,2 3,6 4,1 4,9 4,9

Criteria for rut depth (mm) as averages of 100 m sections, with respect to traffic and posted
speed limits are reported in Table 7.
Table 7 Criteria for rut depth (mm) based on traffic and posted speed

Traffic
(vehicles/day)

Posted speed (km/h)

120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50

0-250 18,0 18,0 24,0 24,0 30,0 30,0 30,0

250-500 18,0 18,0 22,0 22,0 27,0 27,0 27,0

500-1000 18,0 18,0 20,0 20,0 24,0 24,0 24,0

1000-2000 15,0 16,0 17,0 18,0 20,0 21,0 21,0

2000-4000 13,0 13,0 14,0 14,0 16,0 16,0 18,0 18,0

4000-8000 13,0 13,0 14,0 14,0 16,0 16,0 18,0 18,0

>8000 13,0 13,0 14,0 14,0 16,0 16,0 18,0 18,0

Criteria for edge deformation (mm) as averages of 100 m sections, with respect to traffic and
posted speed limits are reported in Table 8.
Table 8 Criteria for edge deformation (mm) based on traffic and posted speed

Traffic
(vehicles/day)

Posted speed (km/h)

120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50

0-250 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

250-500 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

500-1000 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

1000-2000 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

2000-4000 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

4000-8000 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

>8000 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

Criteria for texture (mm) as averages of 100 m sections, with respect to traffic and posted
speed limits are reported in Table 9.
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Table 9 Criteria for texture (mm) based on traffic and posted speed

Traffic
(vehicles/day)

Posted speed (km/h)

120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50

0-250 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20

250-500 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,20 0,20 0,20

500-1000 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25

1000-2000 0,33 0,33 0,33 0,28 0,28 0,28 0,28

2000-4000 0,35 0,35 0,35 0,35 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30

4000-8000 0,35 0,35 0,35 0,35 0,30 0,30 0,30 0,30

>8000 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,35 0,35 0,35 0,35

Local experience
Even if the maintenance standard is expressed by objectively measured variables it is still
essential to use local experience when establishing a maintenance program. The reasons
are several:

 Treatments due to condition variables that are not measured

 The measured road condition does not show the full picture, there are also other
condition variables that affect the selection of candidates e.g. cracking.

 Road surface condition is not measured during the winter, but the condition during the
winter can be significantly poorer than during the summer, because of frost. The
measured condition shows only the result of the winter but not the condition during
the winter. One conclusion could be that all measurements should be carried out
during winter, but it is most often difficult to measure during the winter due to snow
and ice. Local experience is essential to take the seasonal variation in account.

 Other causes of maintenance such as subjective observed safety problems etc.

 The reason for maintenance may depend on other reasons than poor condition

Other reason can be, as described in section maintenance standard above:

 To obtain a lower total lifecycle cost, maintenance is carried out before the criteria in
the standard are reached.

 The road condition is reported for every 100 m but maintenance projects are usually
longer. It is seldom economical or practical to establish a work site for a short project.
It is also essential to have a dialog between regional and national engineers in both
identification of candidate projects and selection of treatments in order to achieve a
regional commitment as well as a national pavement program.

5.1.4 UK
The Highways Agency owns and runs the strategic road network (SRN) in England.  It
subdivides its responsibilities into 13 commercial areas, which are run by separate
companies – these are the Managing Agent Contractors (MACs).

Each company is assigned a lump sum for maintenance each year, which is meant to cover
routine activities and reactive maintenance (such as mending potholes). However the funding
for major maintenance has to be bid for through the Value Management (VM) system.
Roughly £200-300 million is spent on maintenance schemes each year and the majority of
the schemes go through the VM system. The structure of the majority of the network is very
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good, so the maintenance is usually for surface defects.

The VM process is as follows:

 The MACs choose schemes in their area, using condition data (machine measured
and visual surveys, reported over 10m and 100m lengths), pavement construction
data, knowledge of previous maintenance etc.

 They present these schemes, along with why they have been chosen, to the HA
(“Hold point 1”).

 If approved, the MACs are then required to process the scheme through software,
called SWEEP.S.  This  is used to determine how much the maintenance will cost,
how much user delay it will cause, when it would be best value for money for the
maintenance to be done (i.e. year 1, 2,...) and what maintenance should be
performed. The results of this software, along with the MAC’s original scheme
proposal are then presented at Technical Workshop 1.

 Technical Workshop 1 can give permission and funding for more in-depth
assessment to take place on the scheme e.g. Deflectograph, coring, DVI, and also for
the scheme to progress to Technical Workshop 2.

 If permission to carry out more in-depth surveys is given, SWEEP.S is run again,
once this data is obtained.

 Technical Workshop 2 will assess all of the data presented by the MACs and decide
whether to go ahead with any of them. It will also decide on which maintenance
treatment, suggested by the SWEEP.S software, to undertake.

SWEEP.S enables treatment options to for a length of carriageway for which the Whole Life
cost (WLC) and user delay is calculated.  It assesses the economic merits between the
treatments to determine Value for Money and Reduction of Disruption.
SWEEP.S takes latest condition, construction and geometric data, stored in the HA’s central
database for the sections chosen.  It uses treatment selection and deterioration rules to
predict maintenance requirements over a 60 year period. It also uses QUADRO delay curves
to predict user delays due to Traffic Management. (QUADRO is the DfT’s approved method
of calculating delays at roadworks.  It requires traffic flow per hour, for each time period of
the day and also details of alternative routes.  It requires calibration for each site).

5.1.5 Summary
There are both differences and similarities in the way the different countries select project
candidates. Austria and France select candidates based on index and not directly based on
measured values as in Sweden and UK. France analyzes 200m sections while Sweden
analyzes 100 m sections. Sweden deals with a large amount of smaller roads.

5.2 Comfort
The level of comfort, experienced by a road user, is dependent on the shape of the road
surface, the vehicle in which the user is travelling and also the speed with which the vehicle
travels over the surface. Whilst users may lean towards buying vehicles manufactured in
their own countries (e.g. Peugeot in France, Volvo in Sweden), a similar mix of vehicle types
and models can generally be found in each country. Thus, because they are travelling in the
same types of vehicles, the differences in the level of comfort experienced by users across
Europe may be dominated by the different shapes of the road found in each country.

The way that a vehicle responds to the shape of the road will heavily influence the way that a
user will perceive ride quality. The shape of the road will also influence the noise level
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induced within the cab of a vehicle and can also influence how safe the driver feels when
travelling (although this is most dependent on vehicle speed).
In terms of pavement shape, comfort will be primarily affected by the longitudinal profile of
the road but also the transverse profile, the road geometry and the texture (e.g. a heavily
fretted road is unpleasant to travel over). Table 10 shows which countries are measuring
these shape parameters routinely, and also how frequently they are measured. Road
geometry is the measure of gradient (the longitudinal slope of the road), crossfall (the
transversal slope of the road) and also curvature (a measure of how sinuous the road is).

National Road Authorities use the measurements of longitudinal profile to assess comfort by
deriving a parameter from the measured profile that relates to ride quality. The ride quality
parameters are also listed in Table 10.

The HeRoad review showed that current survey practice in Europe for assessment of
comfort is based on the measurement of longitudinal profile and the calculation of a “proxy”
parameter to provide an indication of the level of comfort. Different proxy parameters are
used in each country and their relationship has not been robustly established.
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Table 10: Measurements of pavement shape

Parameter/
Country

Trans
profile

Long’l
profile Gradient Crossfall Curvature Texture

Frequency of
survey Ride Quality parameter used

Austria x x x$ x$ x$ x 5 years for PR* IRI and Weighted Longitudinal Profile (WLP)

Belgium (Fl) x x x Annually for PR* Coefficient de planéité: CP2.5, 10 and 40

Denmark x x x# x# x# x Annually for PR* IRI

Finland x x x X x x Annually for PR* IRI

France x x x X x $ x 3 years Wavelength NBO: Short, Medium and Long

Germany x x x X x 4 years for PR*
AUN (PSD derived index), LWI (effect of
evenness on driver, axle and load) Weighted
Longitudinal Profile (WLP)

Ireland x x x Annually for PR* IRI?

Lithuania x x 3 years for PR*

Netherlands x x X x Annually for PR* IRI

Norway x x x X x x Annually for PR* IRI

Slovenia x x 4-5 years IRI

Sweden x x x X x x 3 years IRI

UK x x x X x x
Annually for PR*

2-4 years for
other roads

Enhanced Longitudinal Profile Variance: 3m,
10m and 30m eLPV on PR* network, Moving
Average LPV: 3m, 10m and 30m LPV on
other networks.
Bump Measure on all networks.

*PR = Primary Roads
# Not measured routinely – only when pavement constructed, or if there are issues
$ Routinely measured, but only evaluated if specific questions arise
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5.3 Durability

5.3.1 Potholes
Potholes cause users great irritation, not only because of the discomfort experienced by
driving over them but also the potential damage caused to vehicles, which then leads to
claims of compensation being made to the road authority. Accidents can be caused by
vehicles swerving to avoid potholes, or through loss of vehicle control that can arise from
hitting one. Most potholes are formed due to fatigue of the road surface. As fatigue fractures
develop they typically interlock in a pattern known as crocodile cracking. The chunks of
pavement between fatigue cracks are worked loose and may eventually be picked out of the
surface by continued wheel loads, thus forming a pothole. Potholes can develop in a matter
of weeks, particularly on thin surfacing systems exposed to water and below freezing
temperatures.
The routine network level surveys commissioned to measure the shape of the road surface
are limited in that potholes are 3-dimensional features and therefore would not always be
represented sufficiently by a 2-D measurement such as Longitudinal Profile.  Also, any
pothole lying outside of such discrete measurement lines would not be identified. In addition,
the surveys are not frequent enough to be useful in identifying potholes, since they can
develop so quickly.
Therefore, most road authorities rely on the maintaining engineers to identify the existence of
potholes by regularly performing coarse visual surveys (from a vehicle being driven at traffic
speed) on the network for which they are responsible, or to respond to complaints from the
general public.

5.3.2 Structural strength
The HeRoad consultation showed that most road authorities are interested in knowing what
the bearing capacity or structural strength of their network is. However, this is a difficult
measure to obtain, since it is mainly the foundation and non-surface layers of the pavement
that provides its structural strength. To avoid invasive measurement techniques that allow
access to these lower layers, structural strength is usually calculated by measuring the
pavement’s deflection when a load is applied to it. This deflection measurement is then
combined with knowledge of construction (e.g. material, layer thickness) to back-calculate
structural strength – a complex and convoluted calculation that also involves correcting for
temperature.
Most devices that can measure deflection are either stationary (e.g. FWD) or are very slow
moving (e.g. Deflectograph, Curviameter). Thus, either traffic management or road closures
are required in order to perform the measurements. This impracticality of measurement is
reflected in the routine measurement regimes identified by the consultation and review
(Table 11): Only Slovenia currently performs network-level deflection surveys with a
stationary or slow-speed device (FWD), with most countries restricting their measurements to
project level.
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Table 11: Measurement of deflection

Country Extent of deflection measurement and device
used

Frequency of
routine survey

Austria Project level (FWD) N/A

Belgium
(Flanders)

Project level (FWD and Curviameter) N/A

Denmark Routine (FWD and Traffic Speed Deflectometer) 3 years

Finland Project level (FWD) N/A

France Project level (Deflectograph Flash) N/A

Ireland Project level (FWD) N/A

Lithuania Project level (FWD) N/A

Norway Project level (FWD) N/A

Slovenia Routine (FWD) 4 years

Sweden Project level (FWD) N/A

UK

Currently project level (Deflectograph)
Two annual surveys have been carried out on
the Primary network using the Traffic Speed
Deflectometer, TSD). A routine survey is
expected to be introduced on this network in the
next 12 months.

N/A
(Expected to be) 1
or 2 years

5.3.3 Rutting
Rutting is the permanent deformation of pavement layers which can accumulate over time. It
is limited to asphalt roads, and can be indicative of pavement failure. There are two types of
rutting that can develop on a road: Surface course rutting (Figure 5) and structural rutting
(Figure 6). Surface course rutting only occurs in the top ~50mm of the pavement and is
caused by the surface course mixture being displaced by vehicle wheels, usually during hot
weather. Structural rutting is the result of excessive consolidation of the pavement along the
wheel path due to either reduction of the air voids in the surface layers, or the permanent
deformation of the base or subgrade. It is this type of rutting that causes most concern to
road engineers, since it is most indicative of pavement failure.

Figure 5: Surface course rutting (Image sourced from Drakos, 2012)
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Figure 6: Structural rutting (Image sourced from Drakos, 2012)

All countries consulted included a measure of rutting in their routine pavement assessment
regime (Table 12), with most calculating rut depth from transverse profile data. There was no
evidence from the consultation or review that, beyond the calculation of rut depth, any
methods were being implemented to determine whether the rutting present is structural.
Whilst structural rutting can only truly be confirmed by taking a cross section of the
pavement, or using a GPR survey, sometimes the shape of the rut can be indicative. The
presence of rutting can affect ride quality and can lead to water sitting on the surface. As a
result, the depth at which rutting is considered excessive is controlled by its effect on water
depth, not on structural condition.
Table 12: Measurements of rutting

Country Rutting measured? How rut depths calculated
Austria Yes From transverse profile

Belgium (Flanders) Yes From transverse profile

Denmark Yes From transverse profile

Finland Yes From transverse profile

France Yes From transverse profile

Germany Yes From transverse profile

Ireland Yes From transverse profile

Lithuania Yes From transverse profile

Netherlands Yes From transverse profile

Norway Yes From transverse profile

Slovenia Yes Extent and severity estimated from
visual inspection

Sweden Yes From transverse profile

UK Yes From transverse profile
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5.3.4 Edge deformation
Experience in the UK has shown that edge deterioration or deformation is a widespread
problem on the minor roads, particularly on rural roads without defined edge kerbs.
Engineers, responsible for these roads, highlighted it as one of the main causes of pavement
maintenance expenditure (Watson, 2005). Edge deformation can be calculated from
transverse profile measurements. Table 13 shows which countries measure transverse
profile and which calculate an edge deformation parameter from this.
Table 13: Measurement of edge deformation

Country Transverse profile Edge deformation parameter?
Austria x -

Belgium (Flanders) x -

Denmark x -

Finland x -

France x -

Germany x -

Ireland x -

Lithuania x -

Netherlands x -

Norway x x

Slovenia - -

Sweden x x

UK x x

5.3.5 Visual Condition
The visual condition of a road is a further indicator of the level of durability offered by a
pavement. Visual deterioration includes cracking, fretting/ravelling, bleeding, failing patches,
potholes, and homogeneity of the surface. The parameters, measured routinely by each
country considered in the consultation and review are listed in Table 14. As can be seen, the
most common way of obtaining the data is by manual visual inspections.

Manual visual inspections are labour intensive, and known to be inconsistent, due to the
subjective nature of human assessment. Therefore, some countries use automatic
assessment of downward facing video images to perform visual condition assessments.
Some concerns have been raised over the accuracy, repeatability and consistency between
systems (both the video recording systems and the visual analysis systems) for these
automatic visual condition surveys. For example, the UK is surveyed by many different
vehicles, operated by a number of different survey companies. Despite a stringent QA
regime the consistency in the level of cracking reported by each device is lower than that for
other condition parameters measured at traffic-speed (such as rutting and ride quality). The
automatic crack identification systems can be affected by non-defect features such as road
markings and often can’t distinguish one type of feature from another.
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Table 14: Measurement of visual deterioration

Country Cracking
Fretting/
Ravelling Bleeding Patches Potholes

Surface
homogeneity

Frequency of
survey Method used to measure visual deterioration

Austria x x x x x x 5 years Manual analysis of images

Belgium
(Flanders) x - x x x - Annually Automatic analysis of downward facing images,

supplemented by visual inspections

Denmark x x x x x - Visual inspection

Finland x x x x x - 3 years Visual inspection

France x x x x x - 3 years Manual analysis of video record, or operators
recording distress from moving vehicle

Germany x - - - - - 4 years On motorways and primary roads: Manual
analysis of images

Ireland x - - - - - Annually Automatic analysis of downward facing images

Lithuania x - - - - - 3 years Automatic analysis of downward facing images

Netherlands x x - - - - 2 years
Cracking obtained by visual inspection.
Fretting obtained using texture measurements.

Norway Project level N/A Visual Inspection

Slovenia x x x x x x 2 years Visual inspection

Sweden Project level N/A Visual Inspection

UK x x - x x x

Annually on
Primary

Roads, 2-4
years on
others

Primary Road network:
Presence of fretting is determined by use of multiple
line texture measurements from traffic-speed surveys.
Other parameters: Automatic analysis of downward
facing images.  All visual deterioration features
reported as one parameter – “Surface Deterioration”.
Other road networks: Cracking is obtained with
automatic analysis of downward facing images.
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5.4 Safety
Vehicle safety is affected by the shape of the pavement that it is travelling on, how fast the
vehicle is travelling, how well its tyres can grip the surface of the road (surface friction - to aid
both handling and stopping), how wet the surface is, and how far drivers can see. To
manage the risk of hazards and accidents on their networks Road authorities therefore take
action to assess and mitigate risk by measuring characteristics that affect safety and carrying
out remedial works where required. This section discusses the measurements undertaken to
quantify these hazards.

5.4.1 Vehicle handling
The shape of the pavement’s surface can affect the way that a vehicle handles, with crossfall
and curvature having a particularly large influence. Table 15 shows the countries measuring
these parameters routinely, and how frequently they are measured.
Table 15: Country measurements of Crossfall and Curvature

Country/Parameter Crossfall Curvature Frequency of survey
Austria x x 5 years for Primary roads

Belgium (Flanders) - - N/A

Denmark - - When constructed, or when
issues arise

Finland x x Annually for Primary roads

France x x
3 years on National roads

but not systematically
analysed

Germany x x 4 years for Primary roads

Ireland - - N/A

Lithuania - - N/A

Netherlands x - Annually for Primary roads

Norway x x Annually for Primary roads

Slovenia - x 4 – 5 years

Sweden x x 3 years

UK x x
Annually for Primary roads
2-4 years for other roads

Whilst some of the countries routinely measure these parameters, there was no evidence in
the consultation that significant use of this data is being made to assist in the measurement
of vehicle handling. Examples identified where use is being made are ALERTINFRA
(ALERTINFRA, 2012), (Cerezo et al 2010, 2011) and MARVin (MARVin, 2012).
ALERTINFRA, developed by CETE, is used in France and is based on curvature, crossfall,
gradient, macrotexture, friction and unevenness data. It has been designed to automatically
detect dangerous configurations on single carriageway roads. MARVin was developed by
AIT and is used in Austria. It takes similar inputs to ALERTINFRA and attempts to detect
accident black spots.
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5.4.2 Skid resistance (wet and dry)
The contribution of the road surface to the overall friction available between the tyre and road
surface is known as skid resistance. Pavement skid resistance affects vehicle handling and
the maximum stopping distance (Turk, 2012). If a road authority allows skid resistance to
decrease, there is an increased risk of accidents. As can be seen in Table 16, nearly all road
authorities measure skid resistance on a routine basis, with Denmark, Finland, Lithuania and
Sweden, the only exceptions. At least in Sweden and Finland it is expected that, thanks to
the studded tyres used in wintertime, the road surface get ruggedized in such an extensive
degree that the friction in summertime is well above the limits and though no routinely
measurements are needed.
Table 16: Routine measurements of skid resistance

Country
Routine skid resistance

measurements (equipment used*)? Frequency of measurement
Austria (RoadSTAR) 5 years

Belgium
(Flanders) (SCRIM) Annually on Primary roads

Denmark Only at project level (RoAR device) N/A

Finland - N/A

France (SCRIM)

3 years – more frequently on
national roads with high

stakes (high trafficked roads
for example)

Germany (SKM, modified SCRIM) 4 years on Primary roads

Ireland (SCRIM) 2 years

Lithuania Only at project level N/A

Netherlands (DWW-trailer) 2 years

Norway (RoAR) ?

Slovenia (SCRIMTEX) 4 years

Sweden Only at project level N/A

UK (SCRIM) Annually

*See Tyrosafe deliverable D04, Report on state-of-the-art of test methods for a description.

A large variety of methods and devices are used for routine skid resistance measurement
(Descornet, 2006), as reflected in Table 16.  All the countries that routinely measure skid
resistance use devices that measure the wet skid resistance of the road (Descornet, 2006).
This is because wet skid is perceived to be the worst case scenario (HD28, 2004). Different
tyres (but usually highly standardized and quality controlled ones) are used to collect
measurements which make comparison between different device readings difficult. It is noted
that Antilock Braking Systems (ABS) have been required on all new passenger cars sold in
the EU since 2007. ABS attempts to keep the vehicle at or near the peak friction by releasing
and then reapplying the brakes when the tyres begin to slide. The measurement systems in
Table 16 do not work in this way and may overestimate the risk for this large proportion of
vehicles. However, because the current measurement systems measure the worst case
scenario, they allow authorities to identify locations at highest risk. This knowledge helps the
authority to manage the risk of increased accidents.
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5.4.3 Standing Water and Splash Spray
The presence of water on the surface of the road can increase stopping distances and may
lead to aquaplaning. The effects of vehicle splash and spray are well known to motorists who
have traveled in wet weather conditions and research suggests that in addition to the
nuisance it causes to users, splash and spray contributes to a small, but measureable,
proportion of road traffic accidents (Sanders, 2009). Thus, surface water can pose a higher
risk of accidents occurring.
The amount of water that can sit on a road’s surface is dependent on the amount and shape
of rutting present (i.e. the shape of the transverse profile), the surface texture, the gradient
and crossfall of the road and also the efficiency of nearby drains. Table 17 shows which
countries were found to be measuring these shape parameters routinely, and also how
frequently they are measured. Note that whilst rutting does not develop on concrete
pavements the shape of such roads will still have an effect on the amount of water able to sit
on the surface.

The HeRoad consultation only identified France as employing a method specifically to
estimate water depths at the network level. The method employs transverse profile and
crossfall data. Since crossfall and transverse profile are measured by most countries
(considered in the consultation), models for water height, such as that used by the French,
could be applied in other countries. However, this model does not include texture or gradient,
which also affect the level of standing water possible on a road (Sanders, 2009). It is
therefore only an estimate for the actual water height for fairly straight, longitudinally flat,
roads.
Table 17: Routine measurements relating to standing water

Country
Transverse
profile Texture Gradient Crossfall

Frequency of
measurement

Austria x X x x 5 years

Belgium (Flanders) x - x - Annually for PR*

Denmark x X Annually for PR*

Finland x X x x Annually

France x X x x 3 years

Germany x - x x 4 years for PR*

Ireland x X - - Annually for PR*

Lithuania x - - - 3 years for PR*

Netherlands x - - x Annually for PR*

Norway x X x x Annually for PR*

Slovenia - - - - N/A

Sweden x X x x 3 years

UK x X x x
Annually for PR*
2-4 years for
other roads

5.4.4 Sight Lines, sight distance
Sight lines are the clear lines of sight a driver has of other vehicles at a road junction. These
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are usually set when roads are constructed and the amount of visibility enforced is generally
dependent on the speed of the road, the traffic loading present, and also the purpose of the
roads joining at the junction.
EuroRAP produces risk maps of roads in Europe – these are based on accident and traffic
flow data. Roads are given a star rating, which is an indication of how well the road protects
users from a disabling injury or death when a crash occurs. The star rating is based on an
assessment carried out by a drive through inspection.  This assessment measures how well
traffic lanes are separated, checks for roadside protection (e.g. safety fencing protecting rigid
poles, lampposts and trees).  Checks for junction layout and frequency and sight lines are a
part of the assessment.
Sight lines at a junction are affected by the gradient and curvature of the roads meeting at
the junction, but probably more so by the position of road signs, trees, vegetation, buildings
etc near to the junction. The geometry of a road does not change over time but buildings and
signs will be replaced, adjusted, or added and trees and vegetation will grow. Thus it is these
things and not the geometry that could degrade the sight lines at a junction. No routine
assessments are currently carried out to undertake this type of monitoring. Indeed, this would
not be practical at a routine network level.
Sight distance is usually a function of the design speed of a road and has to be considered
during the planning process. Necessary sight distances are usually highly correlated to
stopping distances, which, in turn, depend on available skid resistance. During the design
process, the sight distances are checked. As mentioned before, the geometry of the road
does not change over time, but road environment often does. This can negatively affect the
available sight distances. However, no routine assessments are currently carried out to
undertake this type of monitoring.

5.5 Environment

5.5.1 Noise
Some countries monitor the noise and vibration produced during construction of large road
projects, and this may also be measured when the road is first opened to traffic.  However,
once the road is fully in service, no routine measurements are generally made and often
monitoring is only commissioned when complaints are received from the public.
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Table 18: Noise and vibration monitoring

Country Noise and vibration monitoring
Austria On larger infrastructure projects (including all motorway projects), the noise and

vibration are monitored during construction.
The noise generated by traffic on a newly opened road is measured but then is
unlikely to be measured again during the rest of its lifetime.  This is because
noise is generally only measured for specific projects or in the case of general
regional monitoring networks.

Belgium
(Flanders

In Flanders CPX-measurements have started to be done on the primary-
network, that will be used in the PMS.

Ireland The noise generated by traffic on a newly opened road is measured and
assessed, to ensure it meets requirements.

Through its lifetime, a pavement will only be monitored for noise if numerous
complaints are received about it (this would be flagged through the noise action
planning).

Lithuania The noise around a road construction site will be monitored.
Noise is not routinely measured once the road is open to traffic.

Slovenia No systematic or regular measurements made, only when specifically
demanded or needed

UK Noise and vibration can be measured during construction but there is no legal
obligation for this.

Noise (particularly at night) is sometimes measured when the road is first
opened to traffic. However, noise and vibration will only be monitored where
there have been complaints from the public.
Traffic-speed surveys of texture are used to estimate noise at the tyre/road
interface but it is uncertain as to whether this data is used much in maintenance
assessment.

As mentioned in Table 18, a model to predict noise at the tyre/road interface is used in the
UK.

The pavement surface material is known to have a strong influence on the level of noise
produced by traffic (Phillips et al, 2003).  Therefore, in order to be able to predict noise
generation, it is important to know what the surface type is. Whilst it should be possible to
obtain such information from the network’s Pavement Management System (PMS), the
HeRoad project found that the construction data contained in these systems was often not
kept up-to-date and was therefore unreliable.
Thus, the UK noise model uses texture and luminosity data (if available), to assign the most
likely surface type to each length being considered (concrete, HRA, TS or PA). Once surface
type has been determined, the texture data is again used to predict noise.

5.5.2 Particulates
The main emission gasses monitored during testing for air quality are NO and NO2 (known
collectively as NOx). These gasses can cause respiratory problems for receptors (people
affected by air quality), for example diseases such as asthma. Sometimes SO2 can also be
monitored but modern vehicles are much cleaner and so problems arising from this gas are
not so prevalent. The presence of CO and VOC’s can also be measured, along with
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particulates, which can cause respiratory problems and lung cancer; the main particulates of
interest being PM10, PM2.5 and PM1. The consultation and review found that some countries
monitor the air quality near to roads in their networks but accurate measurements are only
collected on a project level (Table 19).

As described above vehicles affect the amount of particles in the ambient air through exhaust
gas emissions, but particles are also generated in mechanical processes. Non-exhaust
particles include abrasion products from the interaction processes between road surface and
tyre, brakes and engine. Furthermore particles that are deposited on or in the vicinity of
roads may be re-suspended back into the air through vehicle-induced turbulence. A
commonly used term for these particles is “road dust”. Road dust constitutes a remarkable
share of respirable dust (PM10) concentrations especially during spring time in the sub-arctic
regions of the world such as Scandinavia, North America and Japan (Kupianen et al., 2011).
Table 19: Air quality monitoring

Country Air quality monitoring

Austria Air quality is not routinely monitored, only for some specific projects or in the
case of general regional monitoring networks.

Ireland Air quality is checked through monitoring particulate matter at a project level
e.g. nitrogen dioxide, benzene, carbon dioxide and all that have limit values
under legislation.

Netherlands Air pollution measured at project level

Slovenia Air pollution measured at project level

UK Air quality is crudely monitored at a network level using diffusion tubes (and
the results overseen by the Environment Agency). However, accurate
measures of air quality are only collected at project level.

Other All European countries need to report and follow the EU directives on air
quality implying that all countries must have some method to quantify this. This
is stated in the DIRECTIVE 2008/50/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
AND OF THE COUNCIL

5.5.3 Fuel consumption/emissions
The amount of fuel consumed by vehicles travelling on a network will directly affect the
amount of CO2 produced by these vehicles, as well as other gasses/particles that are harmful
either to the environment, or receptors.
The project ARTEMIS has created tools as a result of a large European co-operation around
the pollutant emissions and energy consumption of the transports. The tools manage most of
the pollutants: regulated (CO, HC, NOx, PM, Pb, SO2) as well as the fuel consumption and
non-regulated pollutants (CO2, methane, ammonia, benzene, toluene, xylene, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, PM in size and number, 1.3-butadiene, acetaldehyde, acrolein,
benzopyrene, ethylbenzene, formaldehyde, hexane). These last components are however
missing for certain vehicle categories. Hot, cold start and evaporative emissions are
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managed for the most relevant vehicles concepts (up to EURO42) through actual emissions
measurements, while assumptions are made for the future vehicles. The user can also make
its own assumptions for future technologies. The calculation relies on a detailed classification
of the vehicles into families (light-duty vehicles, motorcycles, heavy duty vehicles), categories
(cars, light commercial vehicles, buses, and coaches, heavy goods vehicles) and sub-
categories (rigid-, articulated and truck and trailers). Vehicles categories are broken down
into segments by technology and size (i.e. petrol, diesel by engine size, hybrids, CNG, E85
for cars, trucks by vehicle weight and configuration, midi-, standard- and articulated-buses
and coaches, fuelled with diesel, CNG or ethanol, moped and motorcycles by engine size
and technology - 2- and 4 strokes). These segments are themselves combined with the
emissions concepts (pre-Euro, Euro1 to 5 plus several other cases).
The HeRoad project did not find any evidence that fuel consumption was regularly monitored
on the road network in any of the countries considered. However, the majority of the
countries do measure condition parameters that are known to have an effect on fuel
economy, as summarised in Table 20. This suggests that, by implementing a model, a
network level estimate of fuel consumption could easily be obtained by most countries. Even
if no country reported routine methods for fuel consumptions work are in progress to develop
such models. In the project concept MIRIAM a Swedish work has developed a model origin
from the VETO model (used in the HDM IV). This model has been adopted by ToolBox and
has been modified to fit, see 6.4.3.

2 European emission standards define the acceptable limits for exhaust emissions of new vehicles sold in EU
member states. The emission standards are defined in a series of European Union directives staging the
progressive introduction of increasingly stringent standards (Wikipedia).
Comment3
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Table 20: Routine measurements of parameters with an effect on fuel economy

Parameter/
Country

Trans.
profile

Long’l
profile Gradient Crossfall Texture Deflection

Rolling
resistance

Austria x x x
Comment3

X Project
level

Comment4

Belgium
(Flanders) x x x

Comment3

Comment3 Project
level

Comment4

Denmark x x x x X x Comment4

Finland x x x x X Project
level

Comment4

France x x x x X Project
level

Comment4

Germany x x Comment3 Comment3 Comment4

Ireland x x
Comment3 Comment3

X Project
level

Comment4

Lithuania x x Comment3 Comment3
Comment3 Comment3 Comment4

Netherlands x x Comment3 x X Project
level

Comment4

Norway x x x x X Comment3 Comment4

Slovenia Comment3 x
Comment3 Comment3

X Project
level

Comment4

Sweden x x x x X x Comment4

UK x x x x X Project
level

Comment4

3 Not measured.
4 Not measured. No technical parameter defined yet.
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6 Proposed models and functional triggers
Within the ToolBox project, the aim is to establish a set of functional triggers for selecting
lengths for maintenance on the network. These will include triggers for Safety, Durability and
Environment and also Comfort, since this is of primary importance to road users.

In an objective system, this must rely on the availability of quantitative condition information,
which is typically provided in the form of condition data expressed as technical parameters.
Thus, there is a need to convert these technical parameters into a single value for each of
the triggers considered for ToolBox. The aim of the ToolBox project is to use the existing and
standardized data, described in chapter 5, not to develop or measure new data.

A review has been carried out, to determine whether models have already been developed
that combine parameters to obtain the ToolBox triggers. Where such models have been
found, a description of the model is given in the following sub-sections.
Where such models have not been identified, the following process has been undertaken:

 Identify which parameters should be included in the trigger;

 Create an index for each parameter, to determine whether the road is in good,
moderate or poor condition with respect to that parameter;

 Combine each of the relevant parameter indices to form the trigger

For the purposes of obtaining these triggers, it will be assumed that any data used in the
calculations is of good quality, even if it is known that it is not.

The minimum reporting length to be used is 100m and all triggers (whether based on existing
models or developed herein) will have values of between 0 and 100 inclusive, where 0
means that the road is in good condition and 100 means that maintenance is needed.

The ambition is to use existing data and standardized data (not requiring development and
measuring of new data). In ToolBox maintenance is considered as planned maintenance (not
operations or unplanned maintenance, day-to day actions). The minimum scheme length will
be 100m. The demonstration networks will be a combination of the road type’s motorways
and primary roads. The length should be approximately 1000 to 2000 Km. Important to cover
a range of road quality. Models may need to be tuned (compared to actual performance and
calibrated against this). One important question is weight factors or scaling that has to be
solved.
Even if we know that there is varying quality on data ToolBox will consider the data as of
equal quality.

6.1 Comfort
No model, that utilized all parameters influencing comfort, was identified during the review
and therefore a model has been suggested herein.
As discussed in Section 5.2, comfort is primarily affected by the longitudinal profile of the
road and the presence of localised roughness, such as potholes, transverse profile.  Also of
concern to users travelling in wider vehicles, such as trucks, is the roughness near to the
road edge (Ramdas 2007, Watson, 2005). Thus, the comfort trigger used for Toolbox should
be based on a measure of ride quality, localised roughness, transverse unevenness, and
edge roughness.
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6.1.1 What pavement parameters should be used for the comfort
trigger?

A commonly used measure for ride quality is IRI (Benbow & Wright, 2012), thus this will be
used to obtain an index for ride quality.

Localised roughness is measured in Austria, Sweden, France and the UK, however, different
measures are used in each country for this purpose:

 The Bump Measure is used in the UK, and this uses measures of longitudinal profile
to determine if any localised roughness exists. The Bump measure returns a value of
0 if there is no localised roughness and 1 if one or more areas of localised roughness
exist.

 In Austria, the Weighted Longitudinal Profile (WLP) has been developed. Whilst this
is still in the experimental stage, this measure can be used to determine the location
of localised roughness.  The WLP can take measures of longitudinal profile and
calculates two indicators from this, range (delta) and standard deviation (sigma).  The
indicator delta is used to identify localised roughness.

 In France, the NBO method is applied for short, medium and large wavelengths. A
mark ranging between 0 and 10 is affected to each of the three wavelengths
domains. The three bands are PO=0.7-2.8 m, MO=2.8-11.3 and GO=11.3-45.2m.

 An experimental measure of localised roughness exists in Sweden also.  A simulation
is applied to longitudinal profile, and the calculated decimetre acceleration is used to
determine the location of localised roughness.

Thus, different approaches to obtaining a localised roughness index may be required for
each country’s data.
All countries have a measure of rut depths and thus this will be used to define a transverse
unevenness index.
Edge roughness is calculated from transverse profile data in the UK and in Sweden.
However, the two measures are different: In the UK, the variance from an (approximately)
0.6m moving average is calculated for each of the transverse profile measurement points
lying within the edge strip (0.5m from edge of road).  The edge roughness value, for each
reporting length, is then the proportion of these variance values exceeding a defined
threshold, and thus takes a value between 0 and 1 inclusive, and is dimensionless. However,
in Sweden, the edge roughness is the maximum deviation (in mm) between the nearside
transverse profile and a regression line fitted to a part of the profile that is not deformed. The
length of used nearside transverse profile are dynamically adjusted to the road width.

6.1.2 The comfort trigger
It is suggested that the following formula is used to combine the individual parameter indexes
into a trigger:

0.2*G(IRINS) + 0.2*G(IRIOS) + 0.1*G(LRNS) + 0.1*G(LROS) + 0.1*G(RutNS) + 0.1*G(RutOS) +
0.2*G(Edge)

Where IRINS, LRNS and RutNS are the IRI, localised roughness and Rut depth respectively,
measured in the nearside (NS) wheelpath and similarly for the offside (OS) wheelpath
measurements.
This trigger will have a value between 0 and 100 (inclusive) and
G(IRI) = 0 if IRI ≤ TL IRI mm/m

fIRI(IRI) if TLIRI mm/m < IRI < TUIRI mm/m
100 if IRI ≥ TUIRI mm/m
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G(LR) = 0, if there is no localised roughness in the 100m length
fLR(localised roughness) if there is moderate localised roughness
100, if there is a lot of localised roughness present

G(Rut) = 0, if Rut depth ≤ TLRut mm

fRut(Rut depth) if TLRut mm < Rut depth < TURut mm
100, if Rut depth ≥ TURut mm

G(Edge) = 0, if the edge of the road is smooth
fEdge(Edge roughness), if the edge is moderately rough

100, if the edge is very rough

fIRI, fLR, fRut and fEdge are functions that monotonically increasing in value between 0 and 100.
They are not necessarily linear functions and the indices G(IRI), G(LR), G(Rut) and G(Edge)
could look like (and are not restricted to) any of the examples given in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Example of what indices G(IRI), G(LR), G(Rut) and G(Edge) could look like

This model has been based, in part, on one developed for the Scottish local road system
(McRobbie et al, 2011) and gives the most weight to general ride quality. It was felt
appropriate that all other measures should affect the trigger with equal weight and edge
roughness has a weighting of 0.2, since all other measures contribute “twice”, as they can be
provided from both wheelpaths.
Where IRI or localised roughness data is not available from the offside wheelpath, set
G(IRIOS)=G(IRINS) or G(LROS)=G(LRNS)
If a measure of localised roughness does not exist, set G(LRNS)=G(IRINS) and
G(LROS)=G(IRIOS).

If a measure of edge roughness does not exist, set G(Edge)=G(RutNS)
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6.1.3 Thresholds that may be used for the demonstration network
The following table shows the thresholds that may be applied to the data in the
Demonstration (Note: These may change when the demonstration is implemented).
Table 21: Example thresholds that may be used in demonstration

Parameter TL TU f

IRI* 3 mm/m 4.5 mm/m fIRI(IRI)=100*(IRI-3)/1.5

Localised Roughness (measured
in number of 10m lengths
containing localised roughness†)‡

0 5
fLR=20*(No. of 10m lengths
containing localised
roughness) ‡

Rutting 10 mm 20 mm fRut(Rut depth)=10*(Rut
depth -10)

Edge roughness
SWE 40mm 100mm fER(edge roughness)=

10*(edge roughness-40)/6

UK 0.2 0.7 fER(edge roughness)=
200*(edge roughness-0.2)

*IRI: For the countries that routinely use IRI, different thresholds are applied to the IRI
values, in order to obtain an indicator of ride quality.  In Austria, thresholds of 3mm/m and
4.5mm/m are used to define the warning and maintenance thresholds respectively, on
motorways and major roads (COST 354).  However, in Sweden, for roads with a posted
speed of 120km/h and traffic levels of >2,000 ADT, the maintenance threshold is 2.4 (The
Swedish Transport Administration, 2012: 074)
3m, 10m and 30m Variance are the parameters used to assess ride quality in the UK and
published thresholds, used to define condition, can be found in the “Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges” (DMRB (HD29/08)).  Values of 3m and 10m Variance can be used to
approximate IRI, using the following formula (Benbow, 2011):

Using the Category 1 to 2 thresholds for these parameters (defined in the DMRB), results in
an approximate IRI warning threshold of 2.69 mm/m and using the Category 2 to 3
thresholds results in an approximate IRI maintenance threshold of 5.16 mm/m.

The Austrian thresholds appear to be the middle ground, so it would be proposed that these
are used for the Toolbox demonstration.

†Localised Roughness.  Three different models exist.  One way to unite these might be to
consider the number of 10m lengths (within the 100m reporting length) containing localised
roughness.
‡ Can any number of potholes be considered acceptable? Instead of using a linear function a
step function could be implemented, where G(LR)=0 if there are no areas of localised
roughness and G(LR)=100 otherwise.

6.2 Durability
No model was identified during the review and therefore a model has been suggested herein.
The durability of a pavement can be summarised by its structural strength, how much visual
deterioration is present, whether structural rutting or subsidence is present, and how many
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potholes exist.

Thus, the durability trigger will take the form
a1*ISI + a2*IDef + a3*IIRI + a4*ISurf

ISI is an index for structural strength
IDef is an index for pavement deformation

IIRI is an index for ride quality
ISurf is an index for the visual condition of the surface

where a1,…,a4 are the weights given to each indicator
Structural index, ISI

ISI is a representation of the structural strength of the pavement.  It will have a value between
0 and 100 (inclusive), with 0 meaning that the pavement is in very good condition and 100
being that the pavement is falling apart.

In some countries, residual life is calculated from deflection measurements, combined with
construction and layer thickness data.  So, this could be used to calculate a structural index
as follows:

ISI = 0, if Residual Life ≥ TLRL years
fRL(Residual Life)  if TLRL years > Residual Life < TURL years

100, if Residual Life ≤ TURL years
fRL is a monotonically decreasing function with values between 100 and 0, based on values of
Residual Life.

However, many countries only measure deflection at project level and thus this data, and
hence Residual Life values, are not available at a network level.  Thus, there is a need for an
alternative model, where such data is not available.
Such a model has been developed in Sweden and is currently being tested on national roads
in the County of Stockholm.

Description of Swedish model

Work has been carried out in Sweden, to develop condition indices to help engineers identify
poor lengths on their road networks (Lang et al., 2013). As part of this, a structural index was
developed, taking values between 0 and 100, where a new pavement should have a value of
100, whilst one in very poor condition would have a value of 100.  The index is defined as:
ISI=MIN (100, Imax + p*(Irut+Iiri+Ied)/300)
Where Imax=MAX (Irut+Iiri+Ied) and 0≤p≤20.

And Irut, Iiri and Ied are indices based on rut depth and yearly change in rut depth; IRI and
yearly change in IRI; and edge deformation respectively.

Adaption of Swedish model for Toolbox

Within ToolBox, we have defined each trigger to have a value between 0 and 100, where 0 is
a good road and 100 is poor.  This is the opposite of the definition for the Swedish model.
Thus, we have adapted this model to give values for ToolBox.  Thus, ISI is defined:
ISI=MAX (0, MIN(100, Imax + p*(Irut+Iiri+Ied)/300))

Where Imax=MAX(Irut+Iiri+Ied)
0≤p≤20
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Irut=MIN(100, MAX(Iarut,Ibrut)+p*MIN(Iarut,Ibrut)/100)

Iarut=MAX(0, MIN(100, 100*(RD-TLrut)/(TUrut-TLrut)))
Ibrut=MAX(0, MIN(100, 100*(ΔRD-TLΔrut)/(TUΔrut-TLΔrut)))
ΔRD is the yearly change in rut depth

Iiri=MIN(100, MAX(Iairi,Ibiri)+p*MIN(Iairi,Ibiri)/100)
Iairi=MAX(0, MIN(100, 100*(RD-TLiri)/(TUiri-TLiri)))

Ibiri=MAX(0, MIN(100, 100*(ΔIRI-TLΔiri)/(TUΔiri-TLΔiri)))
ΔIRI is the yearly change in IRI

and Ied=MAX(0, MIN(100, 100*(Edge Def.-TLed)/(TUed-TLed)))
It may be the case that historical data is not available to all road authorities and therefore,
where this is the case, we would set Irut=Iarut and Iiri=Iairi

Deformation index, IDef

IDef=0.5*G(RutNS) + 0.5*G(RutOS)

Where
RutNS and RutOS are the rut depths measured in the nearside and offside wheelpaths,
respectively and

G(Rut) = 0, if Rut depth ≤RutLmm
fRD(Rut depth) if RutLmm<Rut depth<RutUmm

100, if Rut depth ≥RutUmm
This model has been based on one developed for the Scottish local road system (McRobbie
et al, 2011) and fRD is defined as a monotonically increasing function, based on Rut depth
values.
Ride quality index, IIRI

IIRI = 0.5*G(IRINS)+0.5*G(IRIOS)
Where
IRINS and IRIOS are the values of IRI measured in the nearside and offside wheelpaths,
respectively and
G(IRI) = 0 if IRI ≤ TL IRI mm/m

fIRI(IRI) if TLIRI mm/m < IRI < TUIRI mm/m
100 if IRI ≥ TUIRI mm/m

and fIRI is a monotonically increasing function, based on IRI values.
Since very few countries have a network-level measure of potholes, these have been omitted
from this index.

Visual condition index, ISurf

This index will be a based on the level of surface deterioration present in any length.  Some
countries perform manual surveys and have the % of each length affected by visual
deterioration.  However, in the UK, we have automatic crack data and network-level fretting
data.

The durability trigger
The following is suggested for the durability trigger:

0.5*ISI + 0.2*IDef + 0.2*IRQ + 0.1*ISurf
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The largest weighting has been given to the structural index, since structural failure can
result in the road being unusable. Longitudinal and transverse unevenness have been given
equal weighting, with the smallest weighting given to the visual condition index.  This is since
the presence of these defects does not always imply trouble with structure e.g. fretting is
usually just a problem in the surface layers.

6.3 Safety
Two models were identified that could be used for the ToolBox safety trigger: ALERTINFRA
and MARVIN. ALERTINFRA, developed by CETE (Centre d’Etudes Techniques de
l’Equipement) and LCPC (now known as IFSTTAR), is used in France and is based on
Curvature, Crossfall, Gradient, Macrotexture, Friction and Unevenness data. It has been
designed to automatically detect dangerous configurations on a road network. MARVIN was
developed by AIT and is used in Austria. It takes similar inputs to ALERTINFRA and can be
used to detect accident black spots.
A comparison of these two models was carried out, in order to determine which might be
most appropriate to use in ToolBox and it was decided that ALERTINFRA should be used.

6.3.1 ALERTINFRA tool
ALERTINFRA is a software tool used in safety studies, which automatically detects
dangerous areas of infrastructure. The tool was developed by the Technical Centre of French
Ministry of transports (CETE) and French Central Laboratory of Road and Bridges. It is
based on a multi criteria analysis, which aims at detecting dangerous configuration of
infrastructure (i.e. combinations of geometric and surface characteristics values that may
entail a risk of accident). A detailed description of the methodology development and
validation, data inputs and outputs are presented below. Finally, an example of use is
proposed.

Description of the method (principle)
ALERTINFRA has been developed using three fundamental steps: correlation between
accident rates and infrastructure characteristics, multidimensional analyses and hierarchical
ascending clustering.

The road database contained six parameters of infrastructure (radius of curvature, cross fall,
longitudinal slope, unevenness, skid resistance and macrotexture). These parameters were
measured with a device called VANI. This vehicle is equipped with sensors measuring the
vehicle body movements: Roll, pitch and yaw angles; roll, pitch and yaw speeds; changes of
course; vertical accelerations generated by unevenness. The skid resistance was measured
with a Griptester.
The accident database included information about the origin of accidents, location, and
police and expert observations. Accidents were mainly collected on curves. The curves were
chosen to obtain a representative panel of the characteristics of curves found on French rural
bi-directional roads.

Firstly, the correlation between each parameter describing infrastructure and accident rate
determined the relevant factors for the automatic detection of dangerous areas. Then,
multidimensional analyses aimed at determining the connections between the relevant
factors. Factorial analyses are implemented in view of representing graphically the
connections between the different factors. Thus, combinations of the connected relevant
factors were calculated to obtain independent variables, used in the risk functions. Each
combination of factors and variables defined a dangerous configuration of infrastructure. This
configuration was called an “alert” and each alert had a warning message associated with it,
indicating the road parameters representing a risk for road users. The alerts are associated
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with an individual level of risk that can be summed to obtain a global level of risk in the zone
of road network.
Lastly, a hierarchical ascending clustering method was applied to group together in classes
the appropriated variables, in order to classify all the risk zones of an itinerary depending on
the risk they represent and which can explain accidents. A Ward criterion was used for the
segmentation algorithm. This step fixed the alerts implemented in ALERTINFRA.

Currently, ALERTINFRA has been validated with a database containing over 470 curves
(dangerous areas) and more than two hundred traffic accidents. The method used was to
calculate the accident rate on each curve and determine if this value was significant from a
statistical test. A chi-square test was used for testing the correlation between accident rate in
the curve and “alerts” detected by ALERTINFRA. Then, the factorial analyses coupled to the
hierarchical ascending clustering method led to the definition of 15 alerts in curves. These
alerts are defined in Table 22.
Table 22: List of the warning messages in curves determined by statistical analyses

Alert Definition
V1 Curve with a high speed change (> 20 km/h)
V2 Curve with a too long introduction and after an «easy» section
V3 Curve with a high direction change
V4 Long curve (> 225 m)
V5 Curve with reducing radius
V6 Curve with radius < 150m after an «easy» section
V7 Curve with poor adherence
V8 Curve with poor macrotexture
V9 Curve with poor unevenness (short wavelength)
V10 Inconsistent curves
V11 Curve with radius < 120m and low superelevation
V12 Curve with radius < 200m and low superelevation
V13 Left curve with reverse cross fall
V14 Curve with steep slope
I1 Intersection in a curve

Four alerts have been added on straight sections, concerning skid resistance, unevenness,
macrotexture and vertical alignment (See Table 23). Their link with safety hasn’t been
statistically validated but it is felt that they are relevant.
Table 23: List of the warning messages on straight lines

Alert Definition
S1 Section with poor unevenness (short wavelength)
S2 Section with poor skid resistance
S3 Section with poor macrotexture
S4 Section with high gradient

Inputs and outputs data
The input data for the ALERTINFRA tool (See Figure 8) are divided into two categories:
Road Geometry: radius of curvature, longitudinal slope, crossfall (i.e. transversal slope),
Surface characteristics: skid resistance, macrotexture and unevenness. They are obtained
from measurements collected with different devices and provided for each metre. The data
are positioned to locations on the road and some elements are added such as entrance and
exits of towns.
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Figure 8 Example of input data

The output file is an Excel file (Figure 9), which indicates: The location of the dangerous area
(column 1 to 4), the length of the dangerous area (column 5), the minimum radius in the
curve (column 6), the codes corresponding to the warning messages (column 8 to 22), and
the global level of risk in the curve (column 23). The global level of risk is calculated as a
linear combination of all the alerts detected in the curve. This ranges from 0 (no risk) to more
than 15.

Kilometer
stone

(begining)

Distance
from the
kilometer
stone (m)

Kilometer
stone

(ending)

Distance
from the
kilometer
stone (m)

Length (m) Radius (m) Observations I1 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13 V14 Level of risk

0 74 0 219 145 84 V3 1.52
0 265 0 552 287 26 V1 V3 V4 V5 V10 5.02
0 591 0 793 202 -42 V3 V5 3.09
0 1593 0 1665 72 99 V2 V5 V11 4.65
0 1674 0 1760 86 -69 V3 V5 3.09
0 1990 0 2151 161 38 V1 V3 V10 4.98
0 2299 0 2381 82 88 V2 V5 V11 4.65
0 2493 0 2532 39 238 V13 1.34

Examples of use
In case of a zone with reported accident(s), the warning message(s) provided by
ALERTINFRA will help the research analyst identify or specify accident factors, and thus
propose adequate countermeasures.
First, on a 1.5km long section of secondary road, 9 accidents occurred during a five year
period. The analysis of the police reports shows that 8 accidents had a similar course:

 in September (5 out of 8 accidents), at night (6 out of 8),

 in a left curve (7 out of 8), on a wet surface (5 out of 8),

 a young driver (5 out of 8),

 loss of control of the car (8 out of 8)

 slows down or drives into a skid with no effect (5 out of 8),

 and crashes into an obstacle (7 out of 8) (a fixed roadside obstacle : 6 out of 7).

From this analysis, some possible infrastructure related factors could be identified: harsh
curves, poor skid resistance (numerous accidents on wet surface), poor visibility and/or
legibility of curves, poor visibility of markings (numerous accidents at night), roadside
obstacles. ALERTINFRA warning messages in curves are detailed in Table 24 and located
together with accidents on a map (Figure 10).

Figure 9 Example of output data
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Table 24 Warning messages

Curve (number, road
location in km+m)

Number of
accidents Warning message

(1) 6+040 – 6+200 1 Curve with a high speed change (>20km/h)

Curve with reducing radius

Curve with poor skid resistance

Curve with poor unevenness

(2) 5+640 – 5+600 1 Left curve with reverse crossfall

(3) 5+600 – 5+510 3 Curve with reducing radius

Moreover, a warning message “section with poor skid resistance” appears at several points.
Thus, for 5 accidents in curve, the possible factor “difficult curve” is confirmed and specified,
and the factor “poor skid resistance” is also confirmed on almost the entire
section.

Figure 10 Map with location of accidents

Countermeasures, directly linked to the warning messages, have been proposed to the road
manager: improve skid resistance and unevenness by changing pavement surface in curve
(1) and modify the crossfall in curve (2). It is sometimes impossible to treat directly the
problem that has been pointed out by the warning messages. In those cases, some
compensatory measures can be proposed, in order to alert the road user about the difficulty
of a curve. This can be done in particular with more appropriate road signing and markings,
especially when the curve’s legibility and/or the visibility on the curve are poor. For more
details, see (Cerezo et al, 2011), (Cerezo et al, 2010).
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6.3.2 Obtaining the safety trigger from ALERTINFRA outputs
ALERTINFRA output is a table giving the type of alerts and their location (beginning and
ending). The lengths of the risky areas are neither constant nor a multiple of 100m.
Moreover, the value of the level of risk ranges between 0 and 15 (15 is the mark for the worst
situation) in curves. Where the road is straight, the level of risk is not calculated but warning
messages can indicate that there is a safety risk for road users.

Thus, CETE of Lyon made some adaptations to use ALERTINFRA output in ToolBox. A
special function called “safety-function” is developed to adapt the output file. The “safety-
function” has an effect both on the localization of the risky areas and on the calculus of a
global level of risk.

Localization of the risky area
The itinerary is defined by a beginning (PKb) and an end (PKe). It is divided into “n”
segments of 100 m length. The “safety-function” assigns the alerts defining a risky area on
the 100m-length segments.

When the risky area length is longer than 100 m, the same alerts are assigned to several
segments. An example is provided in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Rule to assign the alerts

In this example, the risky area given by ALERTINFRA is located between PK 0+080 and
0+410 with a level of risk XX. After the use of the “safety-function”, the output file contains 5
segments of 100m length with the same level of risk value XX.
If a risky area length is shorter than 100 m in length, the level of risk is assigned to the whole
100m-length segment.
If two different levels of risk should be assigned to the same 100 m length segment, the
maximum value between the two levels of risk is considered (Figure 12). This choice goes in
the sense of safety. As an example, between 0+300 and 0+400, the level of risk considered
is YY.

Risky area – Level of risk = XX

PK=0 0+100 0+200 0+300 0+400 0+500

0+5000+000

Risky area – level of risk = XX
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Figure 12 Rule to assign the alerts when two different levels of risk are calculated on the same
segment

Thus, we obtain a table giving a level of risk every 100 m with a value ranging between 0 and
15.

Global level of risk
A safety index is calculated by considering the level of risk provided by ALERTINFRA. This
safety index “IS” ranges between 0 and 100.
For the area where a level of risk is provided by ALERTINFRA, the IS value is:

IS = g(Level_risk_ALERTINFRA)
On the area where no risk is detected by ALERTINFRA, IS = 0.
On the area where a risk is detected without providing a level of risk (i.e. on straight lengths),
a constant value YY of IS is assigned. This value will be defined by CETE of Lyon in the next
step of the project.

The function “g” of risk is a mathematical function with the following shape:

Risky area – Level of risk = XX

PK=0 0+100 0+200 0+300 0+400 0+500

Level of risk =
YY

Risky area – Level of risk = XX

PK=0 0+100 0+200 0+300 0+400 0+500

Level of risk = YY
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Conclusion
The safety function assigned an IS value to every 100 m length segment with:

o IS = 0 no safety risk detected by ALERTINFRA
o IS = g(Level_risk_ALERTINFRA) ALERTINFRA provides a level of risk

o IS = YY ALERTINFRA detects a risk on straight road.

6.4 Environment
In environment concept the external noise, particulates, and other emissions are included.
External noise will be treated in 6.4.1, Particulates in 6.4.2 and fuel consumption and
emissions in 6.4.3.

6.4.1 Noise

No model was identified during the review and therefore a model for the noise trigger has
been suggested herein.
A widely used method for measuring the amount of noise generated by vehicles travelling
over a length of road is the Statistical Pass-by Method. In this, the noise generated by 100
cars and 80 trucks is measured at a specific location.  It is a standardised method (ISO) with
a low level of uncertainty. If a representative location meeting the requirements can be found,
it is the best method for the evaluation of maintenance operations (Silence-IP, 2013).
However, it is only an evaluation at one point of the road, time-consuming and has severe
restrictions as to the acoustic environment.  Thus, it is not suitable for use on a network level.

The Close Proximity noise (CPX) method is well suited to performing surveys of long lengths
of road surfaces and can be used on a network level. This method is based on a test tyre
rolling on a road with measuring microphones located close to the tyre-road interface and
produces a CPX value for each (user-defined) reporting length.

The standardisation work in CEN TC227/wg5 presently focuses a lot on the future standards
for measuring noise related from road surfaces and considerations to the EU directives
developed by the EU CNOSSOS initiative. Further information on implementation of noise
can received from to the research projects, FOREVER and QUESTIM funded under the
CEDR Transnational Road Research Programme CEDR Call 2012: Noise - Integrating
strategic noise management into the operation and maintenance of national road networks
This research programme aimed to integrate strategic noise management into the operation
and maintenance of national road networks in a holistic manner.

Some countries have network level measurements of CPX values but this is not common.  A
method for predicting CPX, from texture data, has been developed in the UK.
This method either needs to be provided with the surface type, or can predict what this might
be from raw texture data, and, if available, luminosity data (this is obtained from image
intensity, is dimensionless and scaled from 0 to 255, with 0 being an entirely black image and
255 entirely white).

The surface type method uses the following parameters:
A’ = 10th percentile of surface texture depth filtered at 200 cycles per metre
B’ = 10th percentile of surface texture depth filtered at 40 cycles per metre

C’ = Skewness of texture depth distribution filtered at 20 cycles per metre
D’ = B’/A’
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E’ = B’ – C’

The method then predicts the probability that the surface is one of four types: HRA, thin
surfacing, brushed concrete and grooved concrete, based on the parameters D’ and E’.
The noise prediction method then uses the parameters S and R, defined as

, with B’ and C’ defined above and the constants a=-1.26 and

b=-1.1

R=A’/B’

The noise prediction method is limited to predict CPX on the same surface types produced
by the surface type algorithm i.e. HRA, thin surfacing, brushed concrete and grooved
concrete.

The noise trigger
The noise trigger will either take measure CPX or predicted CPX as its input.
This will have:

 A value of 0 if the pavement is quiet i.e. CPX ≤ TLCPX db
 A value of between 0 and 100 if the pavement is not quiet i.e. TLCPX db < CPX <

TUCPX db
 A value of 100 for unacceptably noisy pavements i.e. CPX ≥ TUCPX db

6.4.2 Particulates

As seen in 5.5.2 all European countries need to report and follow the EU directives on air
quality, implying that all countries must have some method to quantify this. This is stated in
the DIRECTIVE 2008/50/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL.
The main emission gasses monitored during testing for air quality are NO and NO2 (known
collectively as NOx). The other type of particulates is Road Dust. We have not found any
suitable method to use yet for road dust. The particulates from exhaust can be estimated
from the state of fuel consumption. We can conclude two things that are important regarding
the pavement on particulates of the type road dust, the ability to generate dangerous
particles and the ability to act as a compartment for particles. This may be monitored by
knowing the quality of the surface (aggregates and binders) and the space (macrotexture).
More on particulates and sources for the ToolBox work are (Veisten et al. 2010), (Kupiainen
et al 2011) and (Denier et al, 2013).

6.4.3 Fuel consumption

The following model will be used for estimating the isolated fuel consumption that can be
considered generated by the road surface. It is a simplified model based on the
developments in a MIRIAM related project. The full model is presented in the report “Rolling
resistance model, fuel consumption model and the traffic energy saving potential from
changed road surface conditions”. VTI report 748A. 2012.

Fuel consumption (FC) for a heavy truck with trailer at different road surface
conditions:
A simplified FC function has been developed in order to express the road surface conditions
by a FC index (Hammarström et al, 2012)

 truck and trailer
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 constant speed of 22.2 m/s (80 km/h)

 road gradient equal to 0%

 straight road

 meteorological wind equal to 0 m/s.

Fuel consumption is a function of driving resistance and engine efficiency. The engine
efficiency is a nonlinear function of engine speed and engine torque. The driving resistance
(Fx) constitutes a sum of forces:

Fx = Fb + Fair + Facc + Fgr + Fside + Fr

Fx: total driving resistance (N)
Fb: wheel bearing resistance (N)
Fair: air resistance (N)

Facc: acceleration resistance from vehicle mass (N)
Fgr: gradient resistance (N)

Fside: resistance caused by the side force (N)
Fr: rolling resistance (N)
In this application Fr is of main interest.

Rolling resistance:

The rolling resistance is expressed by:

Fr= Cr*m*9.81

Cr = Cr0 +iri*v*Cr1+mpd*Cr2

where

iri: the road unevenness measure (m/km)
mpd: the macrotexture measure (mm)

m: the vehicle mass (kg)
Cr0, Cr1 and Cr2: the rolling resistance parameters.

The driving resistance is a function of vehicle parameters, of road conditions and of driving
pattern. Engine speed is a function of vehicle speed and gear position including gear ratios.
Engine out torque is a function of the driving resistance and the transmission. If a lower gear
is selected the engine speed will increase and the torque will decrease at the same Fx. In
parallel, lower gear selected the transmission losses will increase. A non-linear function has
proven to have a very high degree of explanation for rural road conditions:

FC= (a+b*(Fx))c*vd

FC: fuel consumption (L/10 km)

a, b, c and d: parameters to estimate
By the use of a mechanistic form most parameter values in Fx are available.The estimation
of the unknown parameter values have been based on FC calculated with the VETO
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program. In order to get representative FC functions the VETO input and output data need to
be representative (Hammarstöm, 1999) The level of aggregation for FC has been for road
links with a length of approximately 20 km. The gradient and the horizontal curvature (side
force) have been expressed by two road alignment measures: “rise and fall” (RF) and
average degree of curvature (ADC). For each passing of a 20 km road link there will be a
number of gear positions. This effect is included in the estimated parameter values. The FC
function in this special application has been simplified as far as possible:
FC= 2.75 + 0.0682 x IRI + 0.198 x MPD

7 Next steps in ToolBox
The next steps are to analyse and review the current schemes in partner countries and
suggest a ToolBox scheme creation. A spreadsheet is being developed and the models
should be implemented in the sheet. In this work it is essential to decide on sensible
thresholds that will be used in the demonstration. A demonstration of the tool will be done in
the end of the project. Before this the schemes lengths has to be considered. In this work
consideration of LCC will also be done. The work will be described in the D3, Selection of
maintenance candidates. The project will end with a demonstration of the tool (Deliverable
D4) and a final summary report, D5.

.
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